2020 Preseason Quiz #10

1) A 3/15 @ B-40. A1 drops back for a screen pass. Running back A5 gets free, catches the pass at the B-39 and runs
the ball to the B-26 where he is tackled. B99 held running back A5 at the B-42 trying to prevent him from releasing
out of the backfield.

2) A 4/10 @ A-30. A9 punts the ball to the B-25 where it is fielded and returned to the 50 yard line. During the kick,
B55 hits A33 from the blindside with forcible contact to the head or neck area at the A-40. B55 had a counter on
him from an UNS foul earlier in the game. Replay confirms the targeting foul.

3) A 3/Goal @ B-3. A34 takes the pitch and runs towards the right goal line pylon. A34 dives with the ball in his
outside hand and the ball crosses the sideline at the B-1 passing outside the pylon. The ball is beyond the goal line
extended when A34’s foot touches B55 who is standing in the endzone. A34 comes to the ground out of bounds.
The clock was stopped with 2:00 to go in the second quarter.

4) A Free kick @ A-35. Team A lines up for an onside kick. The kick is driven immediately into the ground and bounces
high in the air. B88 is in position to catch the kick at the A-45 when A17 jumps into the air and bats the ball forward
to the 50 yard line where B3 recovers. B88 did not give a fair catch signal.

5) A 4/10 @ B45. A9 punts the ball to B81 who gives a fair catch signal and then muffs the kick at the B-10. While the
ball is loose, B81 blocks A35 at the B-5 to prevent him from recovering the kick. B55 recovers the ball in the endzone
and advances it to the B-18 where he is tackled.

6) A 4/10 @ B-40. Score: A21 B28 with 00:05 left in the fourth quarter. QB A1 takes the snap, carries the ball outside
of the tackle box, and from a passing posture throws a pass into the endzone where it is caught by A88. Unabated
defensive end B99 hit A1 forcibly in the “knee area” as he dove to try to make a tackle as A1 was releasing the pass.
Time expires during the down.

7) A 4/10 @ A-25. Score: A28 B21 with 00:15 left in the fourth quarter. Punter A9 takes the snap and under pressure
carries the ball outside of the tackle box, gets his feet set and kicks the ball down to the B-40 where B81 catches and
returns the kick for a touchdown. Unabated defensive end B99 hit A9 in the plant leg just after the kick knocking
him to the ground. Time expires during the down.

8) A 3/15 @ B-25. The score is A 20 B 21. No timeouts left for either team. Team A lines up to kick a field goal with
00:10 left in the 4th quarter. The kick is blocked and never crosses the neutral zone. A2 and B55 simultaneously
recover the kick at the B-30 with 00:05 showing on the clock.

